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Purpose: Derive estimates of analytic sensitivity and specificity of DNA testing for cystic fibrosis in the United

States. Methods: Analyze published results of the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG)/College of

American Pathologists (CAP) Molecular Genetics Survey between 1996 and 2001, taking into account difficult,

simulated clinical samples included for educational purposes. Results: Analytic sensitivity is 97.9% [95% confi-

dence interval (CI) 96.8–98.7%], and analytic specificity is 99.4% (95% CI 98.7–99.9%) after removing challenges

involving delI507 and performing other adjustments. Analytic sensitivity is consistent over the 6 years. Specificity

was lower in 1997. Conclusion: These preliminary estimates indicate that analytic validity of cystic fibrosis testing

is very good and can likely be improved. To date, fewer than half of the mutations in the panel recommended for

preconceptional or prenatal screening have been challenged. The present study highlights the value of performing

confirmatory testing when a mutation is identified to reduce false-positive results. Genet Med 2003:5(1):15–20.
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In 2000, the Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genetic
Testing (SACGT) recommended that any DNA or related
laboratory test used in routine medical practice be formally
evaluated to assess its analytic and clinical validity.1 There is
a special urgency to implementing this recommendation
when the test is in widespread use in the general population
for screening purposes. Such is the case with prenatal
screening for cystic fibrosis via carrier testing, which is now
becoming widely available following the issuance of guide-
lines by the American College of Obstetricians and Gyne-
cologists (ACOG) and the American College of Medical Ge-
netics (ACMG).2,3 The present analysis focuses on the
analytic validity of this prenatal screening test, which mea-
sures the ability of the laboratory test to accurately identify
specific cystic fibrosis mutations.
Analytic validity can be summarized by the sensitivity and

specificity of the laboratory methodology, keeping in mind
that the effects of pre- and postanalytic steps are included in
these summary statistics. Analytic sensitivity is defined as the
proportion of positive test results correctly reported from the
laboratory among samples containing a mutation that the lab-
oratory’s test is designed to detect. Mutations not detected un-

der these circumstances are labeled “false negatives.” False-
negative results can occur during the analytic phase (e.g.,
sample mix-up, reaction failure due to expired reagents) or in
the pre- or postanalytic phases (e.g., sample mix-up, mislabel-
ing, data entry error, inaccurate reading or recording of results,
inaccurate interpretation). Analytic specificity is defined as the
proportion of negative test results correctly reported by the
laboratory when no detectable mutation is present. As with
false-negative results, false-positive results can arise in either
the analytic phase (e.g., contamination, nonspecific reactions)
or in the pre- or postanalytic phases. A third type of error
occurs when a mutation is correctly recognized as being
present but is incorrectly identified. In the following analyses,
wrong mutations are considered false-positive results because
there is an opportunity for correcting them by confirmatory
testing.
Few data sources exist for reliably estimating analytic valid-

ity. Published reports of method comparisons and screening
experiences provide limited information on only a few testing
methodologies from only a small number of laboratories. In
addition, the “true” genotypes of the tested samples are often
uncertain because they have not been confirmed by another
methodology, laboratory consensus, or direct sequencing. The
external proficiency testing program carried out by the ACMG
and the College of American Pathologists (CAP) provides a
source of data for the present analysis that has several advan-
tages.4 Nearly all clinical testing laboratories in the United
States participate. They represent the range of methodologies
presently being used. In addition, the sample challenges have
confirmed genotypes. However, basing analytic performance
estimates on the ACMG/CAP program data also has draw-
backs. These include the over-representation of “difficult”
samples due to the educational nature of the program, mixing
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of screening and diagnostic exercises, the “artificial” nature
of sample preparation, shipping and handling, and the in-
clusion of laboratories from outside the United States, as
well as reagent manufacturers or research laboratories that
do not provide clinical services. One additional consider-
ation might be that laboratories perform differently when
testing proficiency samples than when routinely testing
clinical samples even though CLIA regulations require pro-
ficiency samples to be tested in the same manner as patient
samples. This difference might take the form of less good
performance because it is not possible to handle the sample
according to the routine laboratory protocol (the original
sample is extracted DNA rather than blood or buccal scrap-
ings). Alternatively, the performance might be better be-
cause the sample might be recognized by laboratory person-
nel to be for the purpose of evaluating laboratory
performance. Despite these shortcomings, data from the
ACMG/CAP external proficiency testing program can be
useful in establishing an estimate of baseline performance
for laboratories testing for cystic fibrosis mutations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

As part of ACMG/CAP external proficiency testing for cystic
fibrosis, purified DNA from established cell lines is distributed
to enrolled laboratories. Biyearly reports from the Molecular
Genetics Resource Committee are the source of all data used in
the analyses.4 Raw data were collected from published tables,
and the associated written comments nearly always allowed
differentiation between laboratory reporting error and labora-
tories not testing for the specific mutation challenged. For ex-
ample, in the 1998-A survey, sample MGL-05 had a genotype
of delF508/621 � 1G�T. Eight laboratories reported the ge-
notype as delF508/none of tested, but only three of them rou-
tinely tested for the 621 � 1G�T mutation. Only these three
laboratories were considered to have reported false-negative
results. Analysis was performed by treating results from each
allele separately. For example, in the MGL-05 sample, a labo-

ratory that only tested for delF508 would be counted as having
one allele challenged for sensitivity (the delF508) and one allele
challenged for specificity (the 621 � 1G�T is treated as wild
type in this instance). Ninety-five percent confidence intervals
(CI) were computed using the binomial distribution (True
EPISTAT, Richardson, TX).

RESULTS
Error rates for laboratories participating in the ACMG/CAP
external proficiency testing scheme

Table 1 shows the number of alleles tested and the results from
the ACMG/CAP Molecular Genetics Laboratory (MGL) Survey
from 1996 to 2001. Overall, 97.0% (2131 of 2198 alleles) were
correctly identified (95% CI 96.1–97.6%). A complete listing of
the sample challenges, the types of errors, and adjustments made
during the analysis is available via the ArticlePlus feature at the
Genetics in Medicine Web site, www.geneticsinmedicine.org.
More errors (56) occurred between 1996 and 1998 than between
1999 and 2001 (11). However, the composition of challenges in
the earlier time period (i.e., a higher proportion of samples with
mutations) explains much of this excess and is taken into account
in analyses that are presented later. These error rates are similar to
those reported by a similar external proficiency testing program in
Europe.5–7

Analytic sensitivity

Because an important aim of external proficiency testing is
education and laboratory improvement, reliable analytic per-
formance estimates require that this aspect of these exercises be
taken into account. For example, 12% of the challenges (3/25)
tested participating laboratories for their ability to distinguish
between the delI507 and delF508 mutations. Two of these
three challenges occurred in the first 2 years of the survey. The
delI507 mutation is expected to occur in less than 1 in 2500
non-Hispanic Caucasians.8 Despite this, it was repeatedly chal-
lenged because of the known technical difficulty in making a
correct identification. Although errors associated with delI507

Table 1
Raw results obtained by the ACMG/CAP Molecular Genetics Laboratory Survey for laboratories testing for cystic fibrosis

Year No. of labs
Alleles
tested

Correct answer
n (%)

Type of incorrect answer

All types
n (%)

False positive
n (%)

False negative
n (%)

Wrong mutation
n (%)

1996 47 282 267 (96.5) 15 (3.5) 2 (0.7) 2 (0.7) 11 (3.9)a

1997 46 276 245 (89.5) 31 (10.5) 6 (2.2) 7 (2.5) 18 (6.5)a

1998 51 306 296 (96.7) 10 (3.3) 0 (0.0) 10 (3.3) 0 (0.0)

1999 43 342 341 (99.7) 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.3)

2000 41 458 452 (98.7) 6 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 2 (0.4) 4 (0.9)

2001 45 534 528 (99.2) 4 (0.8) 2 (0.4) 1 (0.2) 1 (0.2)

All 2198 2131 (97.0) 67 (3.0) 10 (0.5) 22 (1.0) 34 (1.6)

aIncludes three samples challenging the delI507 mutation.
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would be expected to occasionally occur in practice, these chal-
lenges are removed from the final calculations in the present
analysis to improve the applicability of the findings in the con-
text of routine testing. An additional complicating feature
arises because some “false negatives” are due to laboratories
not testing for the mutation. The present analysis takes this
into account by classifying the result as a false-negative only if
the laboratory is known to test for that mutation.

Table 2 shows the revised analytic sensitivity estimates for
individual years and for the overall 6-year time period. Al-
though the number of participating laboratories has remained
relatively constant (Table 1), the number of mutational chal-
lenges varies widely from a high of 285 in 1998 to a low of 43 in
2000. These differences are due to the genotypes of the samples
distributed. Among the seven samples from the first 3 years, all
contained at least one mutation. Two were heterozygotes, four
were compound heterozygotes, and one was homozygous.
Among the 15 samples from the second 3 years, three were
heterozygotes, two were compound heterozygotes, and one
was homozygous. The remaining eight challenges included no
detectable mutations. The yearly estimates of analytic sensitiv-
ity vary from a low of 95.3% in 2000 to a high of 100% in 1999.
Overall, the rates do not improve significantly over the 6-year
time period (�2 test for trend � 2.2, P � 0.14). The overall
consensus of 97.9% is, therefore, a reasonable estimate of an-
alytic sensitivity.

Analytic specificity

Table 3 shows the analytic specificity estimates by individual
years and for the overall 6-year time period. The majority of
information was collected in the last 3 years. The yearly esti-
mates of analytic specificity vary from a low of 82.5% in 1997 to
a high of 100% in 1998 and 2000. There is a highly significant
trend toward improved performance (�2 test for trend � 27, P
� 0.001). This effect is due mainly to the high rate of errors in
1997. Sample mix-up among the three challenges is not a plau-
sible explanation for these errors because several of the wrong

mutations and false-positive results were mutations that were
not present in the samples being tested.

The overall estimate needs to take into account the relative
rarity of a wrong mutation in routine screening samples com-
pared with proficiency testing samples. The opportunity for a
laboratory to identify a wrong mutation is considerably greater
in proficiency testing exercises than in practice. For that rea-
son, the rate of wrong mutations in proficiency testing needs to
be adjusted downward. About 1 in 2 chromosomes in the pro-
ficiency testing samples have detectable mutations, but only
about 1 in 60 chromosomes in non-Hispanic Caucasians will
have detectable mutations. Wrong mutations are, therefore,
about 30 times more likely to occur as part of proficiency test-
ing than in screening practice. Thus, although Table 3 shows a
ratio of 4 false-positive results to 11 wrong mutations, the ex-
pected ratio in the general population would be more like 4
false-positive results to less than 1 wrong mutation (11/30).
After the rate of “wrong mutation” in the general population is
taken into account, the revised estimate of analytic specificity is
99.4% (95% CI 98.7–99.8%).

DISCUSSION

Figure 1 places the analytic sensitivity of 97.9% in perspec-
tive by assuming that sequential screening is performed on
10,000 non-Hispanic Caucasian women with a carrier rate of 1
in 25 (4% or 0.04). In this hypothetical cohort, there would be
400 carrier women, and 352 (88%) would be detectable using
the recommended 25 mutation panel.9 Only 344 of the 352
detectable carrier women (97.9%), however, would be cor-
rectly classified. Confirmatory testing is ordinarily performed
only when a mutation is found. Therefore, the eight false-neg-
ative results (2.1% of all detectable carrier women) would not
be identified, and these errors would not be corrected. If the
carrier rate were lowered to 1 in 30, and only 80% of mutations
were detectable, there would be six (rather than eight) false-

Table 2
Estimates of analytic sensitivity based on results obtained by the ACMG/CAP Molecular Genetics Laboratory Survey for laboratories testing for cystic fibrosis

Year
No. of mutations

challengeda

Laboratories’ responses

Analytic sensitivity
(%)

95% confidence
interval (%)

True positive
(n)

False negative
(n)

1996 135 133 2 98.5 94.7–99.8

1997 128 123 5 96.1 91.1–98.7

1998 285 275 10 96.5 93.6–98.3

1999 212 212 0 100.0 98.3–100

2000 43 41 2 95.3 94.9–99.4

2001 168 167 1 99.4 96.7–99.9

All 971 951 20 97.9 96.8–98.7

aAfter the exclusion of three samples challenging delI507.
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negative results per 10,000 non-Hispanic Caucasian women
tested.

Although the analytic false-negative rate of 2.1% may seem
high, it would only rarely lead to a clinical situation that would
reveal the error. The most likely situation would be the geno-
typing of an affected child after the parents had undergone
prenatal screening and were identified as not being a carrier
couple. If the child did have two mutations for which the lab-
oratory tested, the major cause (besides nonpaternity) would
be a false-negative test result in one of the partners. One such
case was reported among the 25,000 couples screened in Edin-
burgh, Scotland.10 The child was diagnosed with cystic fibrosis
at 23 months and was found to be a delF508 homozygote. The
mother’s test result was a false-negative and, therefore, the
partner’s sample was not tested. On the basis of an analytic
false-negative rate of 2.1%, this scenario would be expected
about once in every 154,000 couples tested (the woman is a
carrier of a detectable mutation, but is falsely negative 0.04 *
0.88 * 0.021 *, and partner has a detectable mutation 0.04 * 0.88
*, and the fetus inherits both mutations 0.25).

Figure 2 examines the impact of an analytic specificity of
99.4% (described, alternatively, as a false-positive rate of 0.6%)
by considering how many false-positive test results would oc-
cur in the same 10,000 non-Hispanic Caucasian women and
their partners. Among the 58 women with false-positive test
results (0.6% of the 9,600 women who are not carriers), two
partners would be correctly identified as carriers (58 * 0.04 *
0.88 * 0.979). Among the 344 carrier women correctly identi-
fied (see previous paragraph), two partners would be expected
to have a false-positive result [344 * (1–0.04) * 0.006]. Without
confirmatory testing, these four couples would be misclassified
as being at high risk and offered amniocentesis. In this popu-
lation, there would be about 12 true-positive carrier couples
(about 344 * 1/25 * 0.88 * 0.979). Such a high estimated pro-
portion of couples with a false-positive result (4/16 or 25%)
would be associated with fewer than the expected 1 in 4 off-
spring being affected with cystic fibrosis. This is not consistent
with a summary analysis of published pilot trials.11 Among
55,000 pregnancies screened, 54 high risk couples were identi-
fied, and 18 homozygous fetuses were found (1 in 3). Two

Fig. 1 Flow diagram describing the analytic sensitivity of cystic fibrosis mutation testing in a population of 10,000 non-Hispanic Caucasian women. The analysis assumes a carrier
frequency of 1 in 25. It also assumes that 88% of the mutations are detectable by the testing panel and that 97.9% of the detectable mutations will be correctly identified (analytic sensitivity).

Table 3
Estimates of analytic specificity based on results obtained by the ACMG/CAP Molecular Genetics Laboratory Survey for laboratories testing for cystic fibrosis

Year
No. of wild alleles

challengeda

Laboratories’ responses

Analytic specificity
(%)

95% confidence
interval (%)

True negative
(n)

False positive/
wrong mutation

(n)

1996 53 52 1/0 98.1 94.7–99.8

1997 57 47 2/8 82.5 91.1–98.7

1998 21 21 0/0 100.0 93.6–98.3

1999 130 129 0/1 99.2 98.3–100

2000 273 273 0/0 100.0 94.9–99.4

2001 370 367 1/2 99.2 96.7–99.9

All 904 889 4/11 98.4 96.8–98.7

aAfter the exclusion of three samples challenging delI507.
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possible explanations for this discrepancy might be consid-
ered. First, laboratories participating in the trials may have
performed confirmatory testing, thereby correcting most of
the false-positive results before classifying couples as high
risk. Second, analytic specificity may actually be higher than
the 99.4% estimated from the ACMG/CAP survey. Three of
the four false-positive results in that survey occurred during
the first 2 years of proficiency testing (1996 and 1997). In
practice, it will be important for screening laboratories to
confirm the carrier status of couples classified as high risk. It
will not be possible to identify false-positive couples based
on the fetal genotype.

Gaps in knowledge exist with regard to these preliminary
estimates of analytic validity.11 Only overall estimates for ana-
lytic sensitivity and specificity are provided. It is likely that
both method- and mutation-specific differences exist. For ex-
ample, method-specific differences in analytic sensitivity are
clearly demonstrated for the delI507 mutation. Some earlier
methodologies had difficulty in distinguishing between
G551D and R553X,5 and these mutations have been the source
of problems in the ACMG/CAP program as well. Only 10 mu-
tations have been challenged as part of proficiency testing
(delF508, delI507, G542X, 621 � 1G�T, G85E, W1282X,
G551D, R553X, 1717-1G�T, and R117H). Although these in-
clude the most common mutations, the majority of the 25
mutations in the panel recommended for prenatal screening
have not yet been subjected to external proficiency testing.
Lastly, it is possible that analytic performance will differ, de-
pending on the numbers of mutations tested, even when the
same methodology is employed. Standardized mutation panels

using a higher number of mutations might be more robust
because of automation or, conversely, the larger number of
analytic steps might be more prone to errors.

A proficiency testing program (Survey FP) for maternal se-
rum Down syndrome markers serves as one source for com-
paring error rates in non-DNA testing. In that survey (jointly
sponsored by the Foundation for Blood Research and CAP),12

participating laboratories are asked to measure three biochem-
ical markers, combine these measurements with a preassigned
maternal age, and then calculate a Down syndrome risk. Five
challenges are distributed three times each year. The propor-
tion of laboratories with one or more outlying Down syn-
drome risk estimates on a given distribution is routinely re-
ported to all participants each year. This proportion has
remained relatively constant between 1998 and 2000 at about
5%. Assuming that the laboratory will have only one (or two)
of the five risks classified as being an outlier, the actual error
rate per sample distributed is about 1 or 2%. This is similar to
the error rate for the ACMG/CAP MGL survey found in Table
1, suggesting that the analytic performance for this high-com-
plexity DNA-based test is similar to non-DNA high-complex-
ity laboratory tests.
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